The extraordinary result of Klein's gedanken experiment illustrates the intrinsic connection between particles and anti-particles in relativistic quantum mechanics, and observing it ostensibly requires velocities close to the speed of light 2 . However, several condensed matter systems have recently appeared as unexpected platforms for study of relativistic effects. In materials like graphene and TIs, the Dirac equation emerges as an effective low-energy description of band electrons 4,5 . In graphene heterostructures, modulation of conductance as functions of electron trajectory and electrostatic potential profile has previously been used as a vehicle to probe Klein tunneling 5,7,8 . Here, we demonstrate an alternative way to directly observe Klein tunneling using a TI. In particular, we use point contact Andreev reflection (PCAR) measurements at the interface between a normal metal and a topological superconducting state (superconducting surface state of a TI). Perfect transmission of electrons through a finite barrier is manifested in the observed conductance doubling within the superconducting gap (Δ). The conductance doubling is due to the charge, spin, and momentum conservation in the Andreev reflection process which requires a positively charged hole with opposite spin and momentum to be left behind [9][10][11] . In real experiments, however, the conductance enhancement is easily suppressed by various inevitable scattering mechanisms arising from nonideal interface conditions, and the complete doubling of the conductance is very rarely observed. The extreme sensitivity to scattering makes Andreev reflection a unique tool suitable for detecting Klein tunneling. Spin-momentum locking of the Dirac states prohibits an incident electron normal to the interface from reflection irrespective of the microscopic details of the interface 12 . It results in complete absence of backscattering, and thus gives rise to topologically-protected perfect Andreev reflection manifested by exact doubling of the conductance. Such a direct probe for observing Dirac particles can lead to a better understanding of its condensed matter implementations and greater use 3 of their properties in quantum transport devices.
The extraordinary result of Klein's gedanken experiment illustrates the intrinsic connection between particles and anti-particles in relativistic quantum mechanics, and observing it ostensibly requires velocities close to the speed of light 2 . However, several condensed matter systems have recently appeared as unexpected platforms for study of relativistic effects. In materials like graphene and TIs, the Dirac equation emerges as an effective low-energy description of band electrons 4, 5 . In graphene heterostructures, modulation of conductance as functions of electron trajectory and electrostatic potential profile has previously been used as a vehicle to probe Klein tunneling 5, 7, 8 . Here, we demonstrate an alternative way to directly observe Klein tunneling using a TI. In particular, we use point contact Andreev reflection (PCAR) measurements at the interface between a normal metal and a topological superconducting state (superconducting surface state of a TI). Perfect transmission of electrons through a finite barrier is manifested in the observed conductance doubling within the superconducting gap (Δ). The conductance doubling is due to the charge, spin, and momentum conservation in the Andreev reflection process which requires a positively charged hole with opposite spin and momentum to be left behind [9] [10] [11] . In real experiments, however, the conductance enhancement is easily suppressed by various inevitable scattering mechanisms arising from nonideal interface conditions, and the complete doubling of the conductance is very rarely observed. The extreme sensitivity to scattering makes Andreev reflection a unique tool suitable for detecting Klein tunneling. Spin-momentum locking of the Dirac states prohibits an incident electron normal to the interface from reflection irrespective of the microscopic details of the interface 12 . It results in complete absence of backscattering, and thus gives rise to topologically-protected perfect Andreev reflection manifested by exact doubling of the conductance. Such a direct probe for observing Dirac particles can lead to a better understanding of its condensed matter implementations and greater use of their properties in quantum transport devices.
To investigate how the presence of Dirac states at a TI surface affects the processes of particle transport governed by Andreev reflection, we use a PtIr tip to form a point-contact interface with a TI film in which superconductivity is induced through the proximity effect (Fig. 1a) . We use heterostructures consisting of samarium hexaboride (SmB6) and yttrium hexaboride (YB6) to induce superconductivity in the Dirac surface states of SmB6. SmB6 is a topological Kondo insulator whose bulk gap at low temperatures ensures an insulating bulk sandwiched by topologically protected conducting surface layers [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . This is a critical prerequisite for observing the effects originating solely from the topologically protected states 20 . The use of isostructural rare-earth-hexaboride superconductor YB6 (with Tc ≈ 6.3 K) as the layer underneath SmB6 ensures that we have a pristine SmB6/YB6 interface fabricated by a sequential high-temperature growth necessary for achieving a robust proximity effect 21 (see the supplementary information (SI) Section 1.1, 1.2 and 2.1 for details).
As theoretically expected 6 and experimentally confirmed 22 , the superconducting proximity effect occurring in such TI/superconductor heterostructures creates helical Cooper pairing on the surface of a TI. Due to the constraints imposed by the 2D surface states and the insulating bulk, incoming electrons with finite pz (i.e., perpendicular to the surface) momenta do not participate in the transport at the interface between a normal metal and TI/superconductor heterostructure 23 , since it is not possible to simultaneously match the energy and the momentum components parallel to the interface for both sides of the contact. Thus, the PtIr-SmB6/YB6 contact creates an interface where only in-plane transport (i.e., momentum parallel to the plane of the surface states, pz = 0) is allowed (Fig. 1a) . It should be noted that the exclusive coupling to the surface states at the point contact transport to SmB6 is in contrast with that to chalcogenide TI materials, where transport into the trivial bulk states provides alternative conduction channels, which completely mask the signatures of the topological states 20, 22 . In addition, induced spin-momentum locking in a normal metal in contact with a TI has previously been observed as a result of the topological proximity effect [24] [25] [26] [27] . Due to the spinmomentum locking on both sides, incident electrons are forbidden to reflect back (Fig. 1b) . The perfect electron transmission to superconducting SmB6 and concomitant hole generation result in the observed conductance doubling for the energy within the proximity-induced Δ.
Point contact spectroscopy on SmB6/YB6 heterostructures measured at 2 K displays normalized differential-conductance (dI/dV) curves with doubling of the conductance within the bias voltage corresponding to the induced Δ for thicknesses of the SmB6 layer in the 20-to-30 nm range. As seen in Fig. 1c and 1d , the observed doubling of the conductance is exact within the uncertainty due to the fitting procedure. In this regime, the SmB6 layer is thick enough to have fully-developed topologicallyprotected surface states, and the superconducting proximity effect from the YB6 can still be observed at the top surface (as depicted in the inset of Fig. 1a ). For these SmB6/YB6 heterostructures, conductance doubling is consistently observed for point contacts made at different positions on the same sample surfaces (see SI Section 2.2). This attests to the robustness of conductance doubling (i.e., perfect Andreev reflection) against the variation in contact due to microstructural change at different contact spots.
The best theory fit to the data, based on the Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk (BTK) theory 9 (see below), results in a proximity-induced Δ of ≈ 0.7 meV, smaller than the bulk Δ of YB6 (≈ 1.3 meV) 28, 29 , as expected. The temperature dependence and magnetic-field dependence of a conductance spectrum were measured on a separately fabricated Au-SmB6/YB6 structure (see SI Section 1.3 and 2.5, respectively), in which the junction is made with a Au thin film. The temperature dependence of ∆ obtained from the Au-SmB6/YB6 structure shows the expected Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) behavior ( Fig. 1e) confirming that the enhancement in the dI/dV spectrum is due to the proximityinduced superconductivity on the topologically-protected top surface of SmB6.
The transmission and reflection of particles through an interface between a normal metal and a superconductor is described by the BTK theory 9 . In the BTK theory, a dimensionless parameter Z is introduced to represent the interfacial barrier strength which reduces the transparency of the interface: perfect conductance doubling within Δ thus requires Z ≈ 0 in the standard BTK theory.
However, we show below that the superconductivity induced in the topologically protected surface states of SmB6 inhibits electron reflection and cancels the effect of the barrier strength. Thus, even for finite Z in PtIr-SmB6/YB6 point contact, there can be perfect electron transmission, directly discernable by the conductance doubling. Describing this phenomenon requires modification of the BTK theory to account for the role of the Dirac surface states of SmB6 in the conductance spectrum (henceforth referred to as the Dirac-BTK theory).
The perfect Andreev reflection is a direct consequence of the presence of topologically protected surface states, as well as the absence of a bulk conduction channel. Based on our systematic study, when the thickness of the SmB6 film is less than about 20 nm 21, 30 , the effect of the hybridization of the top and bottom surface states appears to become pronounced, opening a gap in the surface states dispersion and weakening the topological protection 22, 31 . This accounts for the reduced conductance enhancement observed in the contact with the 10 nm SmB6/YB6 heterostructure at 2 K (Fig. 2b) . To confirm the role of the robust bulk gap of SmB6 in our observation, we have also performed PCAR measurement on Sm1-xYxB6/YB6 heterostructures, where Sm is partially substituted by Y in the top layer to modify its electronic structure. Y ions are expected to act as donors increasing the electron carrier concentration in SmB6, and thus generate conducting bulk states, which in turn give rise to transport channels not subjected to spin-momentum locking (see SI Section 1.4). Point contact spectra taken on Sm0.8Y0.2B6/YB6 and Sm0.5Y0.5B6/YB6 heterostructures at 2 K indeed show substantially reduced conductance enhancement (≈ 1.5) at zero bias ( Fig. 2c and 2d ).
When the surface of a YB6 film is probed directly (with no SmB6 layer on top), the point contact spectrum at 2 K yields an entirely different characteristic: the junction is now in the regime where tunneling has significant contribution, exhibiting reduced conductance in the gap region of YB6 with a barrier strength (Z ≈ 1) at the interface (extracted using the standard BTK model) (Fig. 2e) . The gap value (Δ ≈ 1.3 meV) determined from the fit is consistent with the full Δ of YB6 28, 29 . In the other limit, when the thickness of SmB6 is larger than 40 nm, the conductance spectrum at 2 K (Fig. 2f) does not show any feature that corresponds to proximity-induced superconductivity. Instead, the entire conductance spectrum shows Fano resonance -a familiar signature of the Kondo lattice physics of bulk SmB6 19 .
To illustrate the uniqueness of the perfect Andreev reflection observed here, we have surveyed the open literature on PCAR measurements performed on a variety of superconductors. 33 . However, the conductance spectra from both reports display a distinct feature: substantial conductance dips immediately outside the conductance enhancement (see SI Section 2.6). This feature has been considered as a signature of Andreev reflection process affected by a superconducting proximitized layer in the normal metal side due to the highly transparent interface between Nb and Cu (i.e., Z ≈ 0). The absence of the substantial dip feature in our results thus indicates that perfect conductance doubling observed in the PtIr-SmB6/YB6 junction is of a different origin compared to those for the Nb-Cu contacts. In SI Section 2.6, we provide detailed explanation and comparison between our PtIr-SmB6/YB6 point contact spectra and the NbCu point contact spectra reported in References 32 and 33.
There are many factors that cause scattering and thus contribute to the barrier strength Z in the standard BTK theory 9, 10 . In point contact spectroscopy experiments, it is often difficult to avoid the formation of an oxide layer at the surface. Even when the interface is formed in-situ under vacuum for thin film devices, the interfaces are defined as where the two disparate materials meet: the difference in the crystal structure and the atomic level surface microstructure including facets and terminations can lead to structural and compositional disorder and defects serving as scattering centers. Mechanical point contacts have the added complication due to local deformation of the tip.
Furthermore, Fermi velocity mismatch also affects the reflection and transmission probabilities.
Therefore, for almost all normal metal -topologically trivial superconductor junctions, Z is finite, leading to the conductance enhancement significantly less than two as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 illustrates the unusual and distinct nature of the observed perfect conductance doubling for the SmB6/YB6 heterostructures with the thicknesses of the SmB6 layer in the 20-30 nm range. According to the standard BTK theory, this implies Z ≈ 0 for contacts to these particular heterostructures.
However, we believe the actual materials-dictated factors determining Z are all similar or identical for all heterostructures studied here (including ones with thin SmB6 (10 nm) and Y-substituted SmB6).
Thus, we expect "materials-dictated Z" for junctions exhibiting perfect Andreev reflection to be at ≈ 0.4 which is the average extracted Z values for the contacts with heterostructures without complete topological protection (navy pentagon in Fig. 3 ). Now we turn to the mechanism of the perfect Andreev reflection for finite Z. To describe the transmission and the reflection processes at an interface between a normal metal and a superconducting TI (which in our case is a TI with proximity-induced superconductivity in the surface states), we modify the standard BTK theory 9 , which describes the transport at a normal metal-conventional superconductor interface, by further considering the unique properties of a superconducting TI. The key in the modification is to take into account the interplay of the spin and the momentum of the electrons in the surface states of SmB6 -a consequence of the non-trivial topology of the bulk band structure. These states are described by the Dirac Hamiltonian displaying spin-momentum locking (as manifested in helicity). As first shown by Klein, this can lead to perfect transmission through an arbitrarily large potential barrier: normal reflection of a Dirac particle requires a complete spin flip, and thus it is forbidden. The presence of such perfectly transmitting channels at the boundary between a topological material and a topological superconductor nullifies the effects of the boundary barrier (including the Fermi velocity mismatch), leading to perfect Andreev reflection (i.e., the doubling of the conductance within Δ in a conductance spectrum) 12 . Bulk PtIr is a normal metal. However, the topological proximity effect can make PtIr in contact with SmB6 topologically nontrivial, thereby satisfying the necessary condition for the perfect Andreev reflection [24] [25] [26] [27] : the contact with the SmB6 surface breaks the degeneracy of the two helicities in the PtIr tip, and in a region adjacent to the interface, only those states with the helicity matching the ones on the SmB6 side exist. The strong spin-orbit coupling of PtIr itself can also play a role in this process 34, 35 (see SI Section 3 for details). Following the BTK framework, we match the wave functions consisting of an incoming plane wave, and the transmitted and reflected solutions on each side of the boundary between the normal metal and the superconducting TI regions. Using the appropriate boundary condition for a metal with single helicity (see SI Section 3) and for energies close to the Fermi level, we can obtain the coefficients for each allowed process: Q R -reflection as an electron; Q S -Andreev reflection; T R -transmission as an electron-like particle; T S -transmission as a hole-like particle. These coefficients depend on: 1) the energy (or bias voltage V), 2) U V -the angle of incidence measured from the normal to the boundary, The conductance (G=dI/dV) through the interface is then given (at zero temperature) by:
where `U a models the angular distribution of the incoming electrons, g ≡ arcsinl-. W /-. / m, and X ' is a constant. The angular dependence of the Q R goes as Q R (U V )~sin U V -reflection as an electron at U V = 0 requires a spin flip, which is forbidden by time-reversal symmetry (due to the fact that the overlap of the two spin states is zero) and thus Q R (U V = 0) = 0 . Reproducing the observed perfect conductance doubling requires a rather narrow `p q centered around U V = 0 (see SI Section 3). In this quasi-one-dimensional case, there is perfect transmission irrespective of the barrier height and
Fermi velocity mismatch -the essence of Klein tunneling (red line in Fig. 3 ). For |rV| < J this leads to Q S (U V ≈ 0) = 1, while for |rV| ≫ J we have Q S = 0 -combining these two results with Eq. 2 immediately leads to conductance doubling: X(|rV| < ∆)/X(|rV| ≫ J) = 2.
There have been numerous scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 17, 39, 40 , angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 37, 38 and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) 41 In summary, we have observed perfect Andreev reflection, a manifestation of Klein tunneling, using proximity-induced superconductivity in a 3D TI. Despite the formal similarity between Dirac excitations in graphene and TIs, there are important differences between the two with respect to Klein tunneling. In graphene, the degeneracy between sublattices of the honeycomb structure is crucial, whereas in TIs it is the time-reversal symmetry which directly prohibits backscattering. The unusual combination of the topologically protected surface states and the lack of the bulk states in thin layers of SmB6 films has facilitated the observation of perfect Andreev reflection due to Klein tunneling. Perfect transmission renders transport of individual electrons across an interface dissipation-less, regardless of origins of the potential barrier and its variation, an attractive attribute for many device applications including quantum information processing 43 and high sensitivity detectors 44 . We envision Klein tunneling in TIs to be a platform for exploring a variety of novel interface transport phenomena including perfect spin-filters as governed by unadulterated spinmomentum locking 45 . to the inherent Kondo-lattice electronic structure of SmB6. The orange line is the best fit to the Fano-line shape 46 . All point contact spectra here are taken at 2 K. 
. Fabrication of SmB6 thin films
The growth conditions of SmB6 thin films have been systematically optimized in order to ensure the quality of SmB6 thin films. It is known that during the sputtering process, a significant difference in the atomic mass between Sm and B leads to different scattering probabilities, and thus likely results in a B-deficient film when the deposition is carried out with a stoichiometric target [1] [2] [3] . We, therefore, fabricated SmB6 thin films on Si (001) substrates by co-sputtering SmB6 and B targets to compensate possible B deficiency. To remove the native oxide layer on the Si substrate, we performed hydrofluoric acid (HF) treatment prior to the thin film deposition. After reaching a base pressure of ≈ 2×10 -8 Torr, the sputtering process was performed on the Si substrates at 860 ˚C under a deposition pressure of 10 mTorr of Ar (99.999 %). Distance between the targets and substrates as well as plasma density were adjusted to increase the activation energy of sputtered species which is correlated with chemical reaction and atomic migration 4 . We optimized the power ratio of the two targets for the co-sputtering process by measuring the stoichiometry (i.e., B/Sm ratio) of the deposited SmB6 thin films using wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS). The optimal powers for SmB6 and B were found to be 40W and 60W, respectively, for the distance between the targets and the substrate of ≈ 10 cm. Under the optimized condition, the B/Sm ratio of the SmB6 thin film was 6.0±0.1. X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS) and energydispersive spectroscopy (EDS) measurements of the films were used to verify the absence of any impurities which may give rise to metallic conduction at low temperatures. Temperature-dependent resistance measurements show the suggested signature of the emergence of metallic surface states -the saturation of the resistance at low temperatures (i.e., resistance plateau) (see Section 1.4). In the SAED pattern of the interface (Fig. S1d) , an additional spot pattern corresponding to the SmB6 [100] zone orientation ( only. The lattice parameter is found to be 4.13 Ag , which is close to the bulk value 5 . Yttrium hexaboride (YB6) is a known rare-earth hexaboride superconductor with a bulk zero resistance Tc ≈ 7 K 6,7 . It has been reported that the superconducting properties of YB6 are closely related to the composition 8 .
Fabrication of superconducting YB6 thin films and the stoichiometry effect on Tc
However, systematic study of the superconducting properties in a broad range of compositional variation has not been previously reported. We have successfully fabricated superconducting YB6±x films for the first time. To achieve the highest Tc in YB6±x thin films for the present study, we first studied the stoichiometry effect on the Tc of sputtered YB6±x thin films. Due to the substantial difference in the atomic mass between Y and B, and the variation in the distance from the target to different locations of a 3" wafer, we were able to fabricate "natural composition spread" films of YB6±x by sputtering a stoichiometric YB6 target. Similar to the deposition and the characterization of SmB6 thin films, a deposition pressure of 10 mTorr and a growth temperature of 860 ˚C were used for YB6±x thin film growth on Si (001) substrates. The distance between the YB6 target and the Si substrate was ≈ 10 cm, and the DC power applied to the YB6 target was 60 W. The stoichiometric B/Y ratio for films deposited at different positions was examined by WDS measurements. As shown in Figure S2a The analysis of temperature-dependence of dI/dV spectra can be used to verify that the gap-like feature is indeed attributed to the proximity-induced superconductivity. To perform a systematic temperature- Au dependence measurement, Au-SmB6/YB6 structures were fabricated using a method including multiple photolithography and ion milling processes. Microposit S1813 was used as the photoresist, and after spin coating, the photoresist was baked at 100 ˚C for two minutes. After Ultra-violet (UV) light exposure, the samples were developed using a Microposit CD-26 developer for 60 seconds. A schematic cross-sectional structure of the thin film devices is shown in Figure S3a . In-situ Ar plasma cleaning was performed on SmB6/YB6 heterostructure prior to Au deposition. After the Au deposition, two rounds of photolithography and ion milling processes were carried out to define the line shape and the circular junction area, respectively. SiO2 (100 nm)
layer was used to electrically isolate a top electrode from the SmB6/YB6 line. The top electrode, consisting of Au, was fabricated through a lift-off process. The optical microscope image ( Figure S3b) shows the top view of a Au-SmB6/YB6 structure with a circular junction (diameter = 10 µm). 
Comparison of SmB6 and Y-substituted SmB6
To confirm that the absence of bulk gapless states is crucial for the perfect conductance doubling observed in point contact spectroscopy measurements, we modified the bulk electronic structure of SmB6 by Y substitution.
Specifically, we performed point contact spectroscopy measurements on Sm1-xYxB6/YB6 heterostructures. Ysubstituted SmB6 were prepared by co-sputtering SmB6, B, and YB6 targets, and the composition was determined by WDS. Figure S4a shows the resistance normalized by the value at 300 K (R/R300K, log scale) vs. 
Measurement preparation
Point contact Andreev reflection measurements were carried out using a home-built probe designed for operation in a Physical Property Measurement System (Quantum Design, Inc.). Using a mechanically sharpened tip, the point contact junctions with contact resistance of few ohms were achieved by gently approaching the tip onto the surface of the heterostructure at 2 K. heterostructures despite the expected local variation in the surface microstructure.
Robustness of perfect Andreev reflection

Conductance enhancement vs. Z barrier strength
To illustrate the uniqueness of the perfect Andreev reflection that is evident here in the doubled conductance (zero-bias normalized dI/dV = 2) and the difficulty in general in observing such a high conductance enhancement, we have surveyed the open literature on point contact spectroscopy measurements on a variety of superconductors. Because Z is a primary parameter associated with the conductance enhancement in the standard BTK theory 13 , we plot zero-bias normalized dI/dV vs. Z in Fig. 3 in the main text. We have looked at over about 250 publications on point contact spectroscopy measurements and selected data points from 44 reports using two criteria; 1) the value of Z is extracted using a BTK fit, and 2) the conductance enhancement is larger than one (normalized dI/dV ≥ 1), which indicates that a particular junction is not in the tunnel-dominant regime, and it is not governed by any zero-bias conductance peak due to a nodal order parameter. For the plot (Fig. 3 in the main text) , we display the data points in the range of 0 ≤ Z ≤ 0.8. The detailed information including the types of superconductors, contacts, and their references are summarized in Table S1 . Figure S6 shows a comparison of conductance curves according to the standard BTK and the Dirac-BTK models for different Z values, from which it can be clearly seen how conductance spectrum is modified by changing the barrier strength Z. In the standard BTK model, the conductance within the superconducting gap gradually decreases with increasing Z, whereas the conductance spectra in the Dirac-BTK model remain unchanged regardless of the value of Z, as theoretically described in the main text. Such dependency is also captured in the curves in Figure 3 of the main text (i.e., zero-bias normalized dI/dV vs. Z according to the standard BTK and the Dirac-BTK models). Figure S7 shows the comparison of the Dirac-BTK and the standard BTK fits to the conductance spectrum of a PtIr-SmB6(20nm)/YB6 contact. When the standard BTK model is used, as expected, the best fit is obtained by setting Z = 0, which then provides an identical fit to the Dirac-BTK (with the same ∆).
If we use a more realistic value of Z = 0.39, the standard BTK gives a fit with significant deviation from the experimental curve. As discussed in the main text, this Z = 0.39, is assessed as the realistic value extracted from spectra taken on materials-wise similar heterostructures without complete topological protection, namely, 10 
Magnetic field-dependent conductance spectra of a point contact with a SmB6/YB6
heterostructure Applying a magnetic field can break time reversal symmetry (TRS), and the effect can be used as a signature of the perfect Andreev reflection due to Klein tunneling. We have carried out field-dependent conductance spectrum measurements on a device with a thin-film Au-layer for a normal metal (i.e., Au-SmB6/YB6 structure, see Section 1.3 in SI) which provides a stable contact under application of magnetic field, as opposed to a pointcontact junction which can potentially suffer from magnetostriction. As shown in Figure S8a , the conductance enhancement is indeed gradually suppressed with increasing magnetic field in both out-of-plane and in-plane field configurations, but the zero-bias conductance decreases more quickly when the magnetic field is applied along the out-of-plane direction compared to when it is applied in-plane (Fig. S8b) . On the other hand, the decreasing trend of the superconducting gap (Δ) due to applied field is approximately the same for out-of-plane The effect of magnetic field on the helical surface states depends on factors such as the direction of the field, the position of the Fermi level relative to the Dirac point, and the magnitude of the effective g-factor. Applying magnetic field parallel to the surface will distort and shift the Dirac cone, but without affecting the spinmomentum locking at the Fermi level 14, 15 . However, a magnetic field component perpendicular to the surface will open a gap at the Dirac point and a back-scattering channel by inducing a z-component of the electron spins [14] [15] [16] . In other words, we expect significant suppression of the conductance when the field is applied out of plane, which is consistent with our observation here.
The observed suppression, however, is not very dramatic in either direction, and we attribute this to the small due to magnetic field B is proportional to Zeeman energy, ∆B = geffµBB, where geff is the effective g-factor of surface states and µB is Bohr magneton 17 . Thus, for small enough geff, the application of B does not weaken topological protection significantly, provided the Fermi level is sufficiently far away from the Dirac point. To the best of our knowledge, the effective g-factor for the surface states of SmB6 has not been reported, but the value for the bulk states of SmB6 has been estimated to be ~ 0.1 18, 19 . It has been reported that the effective g-factor of surface states of Bi2Se3 is similar to its bulk value in Bi2Se3 (geff ≈ 50) 20 . In the absence of a directly measured value for SmB6 and assuming that its behavior is similar to Bi2Se3, we take the g-factor of the surface state of SmB6 to be also ~ 0.1.
Recent magnetoresistance studies on SmB6 also suggests a small effective g-factor for the surface states of extremely robust against applied magnetic field. This is consistent with the gradual suppression of conductance enhancement by magnetic field observed here.
Conductance doubling and conductance dip near the gap
To the best of our knowledge, there have only been two reports in the literature where observed conductance enhancement is larger than 1.9. They are both on Nb-Cu point contacts 23, 24 (also see Fig. 3 in the main text and Table S1 ). The spectra showing conductance doubling therein are reproduced in Fig. S9 , and one of our PtIrSmB6/YB6 spectra is also shown in the figure for comparison. The reported Nb-Cu spectra exhibit distinctive features, namely, conductance dips near the bias voltage corresponding to the superconducting gap energy of Nb (indicated by arrows in Fig. S9 ). These dips cannot be reproduced using the standard BTK theory solely.
Strijkers et al. have proposed a model to account for the dips that are intimately tied to the conductance doubling 24 . In this model, when Z is exceptionally small due to a negligible Fermi velocity mismatch as in the special case of Nb-Cu junctions, the interface becomes effectively transparent, which allows the superconducting proximity effect to create a region in the normal metal side with a superconducting order parameter (∆prox, smaller than the order parameter of the superconductor). In such an instance, the Andreev reflection process is limited to the energy of incident particles within |∆prox|. According to the model put forth reported by Soulen et al. 23 and Strijker et al. 24 , respectively. The arrows indicate conductance dips near the ∆. Such dips are not present in our spectrum.
Note that shallow dips observed in the conductance spectra of our PtIr-SmB6/YB6 junctions are common to Strijkers et al. [24] Normalized dI/dV Bias (mV)
Details of the Modified Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk theory with the Dirac Hamiltonian
To describe particle transmission and reflection at the interface of a normal metal with topological superconductor, we use the framework developed by Blonder, Tinkham and Klapwijk for normal metalconventional superconductor boundary (BTK theory) 13 . It describes a plane wave on the normal metal side, which can be either scattered or transmitted to the superconducting side. Since only paired electrons are allowed for energies less than Δ (for temperatures sufficiently below ' 3 ), an electron entering the superconductor has to partner with another electron, thus leaving a positively charged hole moving away from the interface. This is Andreev reflection; it leads to enhancement of the conductance for energies below Δ (as compared to the normal state conductance). However, this process is very sensitive to various scattering mechanisms, and for an imperfect interface (usually modelled by a repulsive delta-function potential) and significant Fermi velocity mismatch, it is strongly suppressed; the reason is the need to transmit two electrons 
where K is the electron momentum in the \-] plane, ^ is the chemical potential, X 6 , X _ , X`, X a are the identity and the Pauli matrices in the spin space. ARPES measurements have found three Dirac cones at the SmB6 surface 26 , but we consider a simplified model with a single Dirac cone. The presence of three Dirac cones in the surface states of SmB6 may be affected by band folding due to surface reconstruction 26 , but the odd number of Dirac cones still ensures the topological nature of the surface states and thus the validity of the Dirac-BTK model 25 . We can easily obtain the eigenstates of this Hamiltonian with both particle and hole components.
Since we are typically interested in |c − c : | ≪ c : ( c : − Fermi momentum) and e ≪ . : ( . : − Fermi energy), we can neglect the small difference in the momenta of the two components.
A normal metal, on the other hand, has a band structure displaying the double degeneracy of the electronic states associated with spin. Note that (although unconventional) wave functions with positive and negative helicities can be used as a basis for describing normal metal states. However, the contact with the TI surface breaks the degeneracy of the two helicities in the normal metal; the wave functions have to match at the boundary, and thus in a region adjacent to the interface only electrons with the helicity permitted on the SmB6 side are allowed (the effect of the metallic bulk on the surface states is limited by the small effective size of the contact area 34 ). The strong spin-orbit coupling of PtIr itself 35, 36 can also significantly enhance this process:
when PtIr whose bands are split by the large spin-orbit coupling is brought to contact SmB6, one of the bands can easily be lifted above the Fermi energy due to the topological proximity effect 34, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . We can use projector operators to write this in a formal way: close to the interface the PtIr Hamiltonian becomes P fghi → k l P fghi k l , where we can write k l = mn o , +pqn o , +m, with n o = [cos v w , sin v w ] being the unit vector in the direction of propagation (v w is the incidence angle measured from the perpendicular direction to the boundary). It trivially holds that (k l ) @ = k l and k l + k M = 1, where k M is the projector on the other helicity. Using both projectors, 
where e is the proximity-induced superconducting gap. Although we assume conventional s-wave spin-singlet order parameter in YB6, once it is projected on the low-energy helical states on the surface of SmB6, the pairing term mixes spin-singlet and spin-triplet states (see, for example 42 ). Note also that we disregard more exotic possibilities like inter-layer pairing.
To obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients, we need to match at the boundary the plane wave solutions in both regions. However, we have distinct Hamiltonians on the two sides. Moreover, the delta function term coupled with the first order derivatives in the Dirac equation implies a discontinuity of the wave function itself (rather than the more common discontinuity in the first derivatives). Dealing with this problem requires some caution. First, we derive the probability current expression on both sides (since it has to be continuous).
We use the general expression é _ = ∑ Ψ ê 9 ë _ Ψ, where 9 ë _ = í The coefficients in front of the plane waves describe: ß ® -transmitted electron-like particle, ß © -transmitted hole-like particle, ™ ® -reflected electron, and ™ © -Andreev-reflected hole.
The solutions for ™ ® , ™ © , ß ® , and ß © coefficients can be easily obtained from Equation (S3). In particular, the coefficient in front of the normal-and Andreev-reflected states are: 
where √ = arcsin(9 : ; /9 : B ) (for v w > √ there is total reflection of the incoming electrons), ¿ ≠ AE models the angular distribution of the incoming electrons, and G0 is a E-and v w -independent constant. ; and = terms in the expression for ™ ® . This is in contrast with the standard BTK theory, in which the effects of 9 : B /9 : ; can be fully absorbed in a renormalized = for arbitrary Fermi velocity mismatch. It is important to point out that reflection at v w = 0 as a normal particle requires a complete spin-flip, which is forbidden by time-reversal symmetry (i.e., the overlap of the two spin states is zero) and thus ™ ® (v w = 0) = 0 (Fig. S10a) . However, electron reflection is not completely forbidden for electrons with oblique incident angles.
As depicted in Fig. S10b , the normal reflection of such particle is now allowed even under the presence of spinmomentum locking, since the spin of the incident and reflected electrons are not completely opposite to each other.
As a model of the angular distribution of the incoming electrons ¿ ≠ AE we choose a Gaussian function:
where Õ ≠ parametrizes the spread of the distribution (i.e., full width at half maximum of the Gaussian function). The limits Õ ≠ ≫ oe and Õ ≠ ≪ oe describe a uniform distribution and a very narrow distribution, respectively. Figure S10c shows variation in the normal reflection and Andreev reflection probabilities as a function of the incident angle. Note then that this means that in the quasi-one-dimensional case with Õ ≠ ≪ oe, where only v w ≈ 0 channels contribute to the transport, there is perfect transmission irrespective of the height of the barrier strength and the Fermi velocity mismatch. As shown in Fig. S10d , the zero-bias conductance decreases with increasing Õ ≠ and only a narrow angular distribution (i.e., quasi-one-dimensional transport) can reproduce the perfect conductance doubling observed in the conductance spectra of PtIrSmB6/YB6. For energies below the gap (i.e., eV < e) we have ™ © (v w = 0) = 1 (a direct consequence of ™ ® = 0).
In the opposite case, for eV ≫ e, we have ™ © → 0 (due to 9 → 0). Combining these two results with Eq. S6
leads to the observed conductance doubling: º(|´V| < e)/º(|´V| ≫ e) = 2.
The conductance doubling observed here indicates occurrence of one-dimensional channels in our contact. The presence of particular nanostructures at the surface of SmB6 can modify the effective distributions from a uniform ¿ ≠ AE to a narrow one. The formation of quasi-one-dimensional contact here is attributed to reconstructed surface atomic structures (i.e., Sm 2⨉1 surface) on the surface of SmB6 revealed by recent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) 44, 45 , angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) 25, 26 and lowenergy electron diffraction (LEED) 46 . It is the instability of the ideal Sm 1⨉1 or B 1⨉1 polar surface configuration, which leads to the surface reconstruction. C. E. Matt et al. have reported on the formation energies of different surface configurations, where Sm 2⨉1 and B √2⨉√2 surface configurations are found to have much lower formation energies than other configurations 47 . Both Sm 2⨉1 and B √2⨉√2 surface configurations would provide parallel quasi-one-dimensional channels at the point contact.
It is also possible that the small effective size of the tip is playing a role in the quasi-one-dimensional transport.
Namely, it can lead a finite-size quantization of the electronic states and separation of the different angular momentum channels (for approximately axially-symmetric tip). The lowest-energy " = 0 channel is then equivalent to the normal incidence for the infinite plane geometry considered here. Figure S10 . Schematic of electron incident and reflection processes in Andreev reflection at the interface of a topologically non-trivial metal and a topological superconductor for (a) normal incidence and (b) oblique incidence cases where the reflection probability is depicted by shade, i.e., lighter color indicates smaller reflection probability. In the case of normal incidence, the electron reflection is not allowed (as indicated by X). Since the spin of obliquely reflected electron is not completely opposite to the spin determined by its momentum, the normal reflection is not perfectly prohibited. In the more general case, with all possible angles of incident up to the critical √ included, the conductance enhancement does not lead to perfect doubling (Fig. S10d) . Nevertheless, the presence of the highly transmitting channels close to v w ≈ 0 reduces the effects of barrier at the boundary and the Fermi velocities mismatch. Even for 9 : B /9 : ; and = combinations for which the interface would be in a tunnel regime according 
